Children

26 x 26 '

Facts for your Success
Comedy, adventure, science
Including high quality 3D computer
animation
Live-action series with a production
value of EUR 5.74 Mio

W

hen an accident in the school laboratory leaves

rejects Elizabeth’s flirtatious suggestion that they should

them exposed to an extraordinary experimental

work together as a team, things start to look very tricky.

ray, Elizabeth and Toby are left with ‘scientific’ super-

In this high profile series, a co-production between Jonathan

powers. From this moment on the relative peace and

M. Shiff Productions and ZDF Enterprises, the actual state of

harmony of the Sandy Bay School is shattered by flying

scientific research is taken as a basis, with a playful approach

lawn

adopted towards the ‘missing link’ in current research.

mowers, invisible cars, cloned headmasters, a

rampaging T-Rex and other amazing discoveries by these
new-found geniuses.

The style is wacky, anarchistic, comic, and bizarre. Our char-

While Toby puts his genius into practice in amazing, adven-

romance, music, skateboarding, not to mention the everyday

turous yet peaceful inventions, Elizabeth has a totally differ-

frictions of school and family. Each episode will be an indi-

ent slant on using her power. Her inventions are always

vidual story featuring at least one ‘Wicked Science’ phenom-

entirely for her own benefit. And when Toby once again

enon, with the scientific genius of Toby or Elizabeth going
head-to-head.
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acters are real teenagers with typical teen concerns:

